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R97-1

INTERROGATORIES TO WITNESS MODEN (USPS-T-4)
TW/USPS-T4-1
a
Please explain the difference between MODS I and MODS 2 facilities and the
MODS data collected in the two types of facilities. Additionally, please state whether
the MODS facilities referred to by you and other witnesses include (1) only MODS ~1
facilities; (2) all MODS l&2 facilities; or (3) MODS 1 and some MODS 2 facilities.
-b.

What are the current numbers of MODS 1 and MODS 2 facilities?

Please provide a list of the MODS facilities referred to by you and other
USPS witnesses in this docket. Also, please indicate for each of these facilities:
C

(1)

if it is an SC:F;

(2)

if it is an ADC;

(3)

whether it is MODS I or MODS 2;

(4) the number of MPFSM 881’s installed; and
(5) the number of MPFSM 1000’s installed.
d.
How many SCF’s are non-MODS facilities? Please provide a list of all
such facilities.
Do the volume and manhour data reported by a MODS facility include
e.
data from the stations and branches of that facility?
Are there any MPFSM’s in non-MODS facilities? If yes, please state the
f
number of MPFSM 881 and MPFSM 1000 machines in non-MODS facilities and
provide a list of those facilities.
How many of the postal facilities in New York city are MODS facilities?
Please list them.

g.

h.
Are there plans to extend the MODS system to more facilities? If yes,
please describe those plans.

1
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a. MOD 1 and MOD 2 sites have the same reporting requirements. The only
difference is that MOD 1 sites report through a mainframe based reporting system
while MOD 2 sites use a PC based system. As detailed in c. below, there are
currently 419 MODS sites of which 257 are Processing and Distribution Facilities
or Centers, which I refer to collectively as MODS facilities. Other witnesses should
be queried directly on their use of terminology.
b. There are 257 as discussed in answer a. above.
c. A listing of current MODS sites is attached with a cross reference to SCF. The
MODS code for each is also indicated. To determine ADC status, this list can be
compared to the appropriate Domestic Mail Manual Labeling List ,- LO04, L102,
L603, or L604 - depending on the type of mail involved. A site inventory for the
MPFSM 881 is attached. A deployment listing for the MPFSM lClO0was provided
for MC97-2 in response to NDMSIUSPS-T7-7.
d. SCF list LOO5 should be compared to the MODS site list provided in c. above to
determine which SCFs do not correspond to a MODS site or facility.
e. Only in a few limited cases, particularly in New York City
f. One MPFSM 881 is located in each of the following: Calvert DDC Station,
Lutherville Oks MD, Magothy Bridge, Mansfield, Bryan, Concord, and San
Ramon. Two’are in South Anne Arundel. All MPFSM 1000s are in MODS
facilities.
g. MODS sites in and near New York City are shown in the MODS r:ite list provided
in c. above beginning at SCF 100.
h. Not to my knowledge, except to the extent that sites open or close, or gain or
loose mail processing functions.
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FSM (MODEL 7751881) SITES (AS OF AP 7 WK 1)

NO.
1
-2

SCF RANGE
)006-009
1011

ZIP CODE
) 00936-9997
I 01101-9998

FACILITY

NAME

---T-L

ISA; JUAN P&DC
ISPRINGF~FI n MAIN OFFICF
_
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FSM (MODEL 7751881) SITES (AS OF AP 7 WK 1)

I I
NO.

SCF RANGE

ZIP CODE

FACILITY

NAME

89.193,194
.79,195,196
197-199
200,202-205
3”1

ANCASTER P&DC
IWILLIAMSPORT
I, 18002~YYY I LL:HIGH VALLEY P&DC
PBDF
18505-9997
:XRANTON
18701-9997
\NILKES-BARRE P&DF
19104-9997
I‘HILADELPHIA P&DC
19399-9997
:?E PENNSYLVANIA
IREADING PBDF
19612-- 9997
~~ ‘~
19850~YYY
*-*- I 1,
“NILMINGTON
P&DC
20066-9997 I\NASHINGTON P&DC
7n101-9997 II3ULLES IMF

..-. 9997
^^^-

“_
69
70

RYLAND P&DC
_---.
.3AN MARYLAND
3ALTIMORE IMF
: OKS MD
HY BRIDGE

‘-REDERICK

PBDF
-0r.c

r UY”
VORFOLK P&DC
?OANOKE P&DC
-YNCHBURG PBDF
-. ISTON P&DC
_- ., ., .jBURG PBDF

FSM
QTY
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FSM (MODEL 7751881) SITES (AS OF AP 7 WK I)

NO.

SCF RANGE

91

271

92
0,
0”

270-274
775-377
a,-.
,1-/n.,,cl

a”

3J

,

LOU-L”L.LI

_I.,”

I

II-

FACILITY

27102-9998
27498-9997
270,,-ggg7

-.. _..
WINSTC )N SALtM~.-GREENSBORO P&UC;
F?ALtltiH
-‘-”
^^-t-6~~
IROCKY MOUNT PBDF

(01-ggg7

96 283.284
97 286
98 207-209
99 290.292
100 294
101 295
102 293,296
“,-I? ,nn.2n7
104 303,311.399
105 298.308,309
106 304,310,312,316
107 299.313.314
108 317
109 321
110 315.320.322
323
Ill
112 324,363
113 325
a1a -..2144
,14
SLO.J+v
I--FLORIDA
44E ‘177
,“I)

ZIP CODE

28302-9997
28603-9997
2a6io-9997
2g2ol-9997
29423-9997
295ol-9997
29602-9997
3015g-9997
303049997
30901-9997
31213-9997
31401-9997
31702 mu32114.9997
32203.9997
32301-9997
32401-9997
325ol-9997
32600-9997

NAME

FAYETTEVILLE P&DC
HICKORY PBDF
ASHVILLE P&DF
COLUMBIA P&DC
CHARLESTON P&DF
FLORENCE PBDF
GREENVILLE P&DC
N ATLANTA METRO P&DC
ATLAN TA P&DC
AUGU: iTA PBDF

DAYTC
JACKS ,ONVlLLE P&DC
TALL4 HASSE P&DF
PANAb AA CITY PBDF
PENS’ COLA P&DC
GAINE SVILLE P&DF
PaDc
UDO P&DC
P&DC
P&DC
:RDALE P&DC-\

;URG P&DC
LAND v&DC
fERS P&DC
ASOTA
INGHAM P&DC
rsVlLLE PBDF
TGOMERY P&DC
IM~IRILE P&DC
_^^
3GA P&DC
XVILLE P&DC
&DC
<SON P&DC
FPORT PBDF

z
1

I

I

A

I
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FSM (MODEL 7751881) SITES (AS OF AP 7 WK 1)

b.,n

CPE DAMCC

146
141
xi?

150 1465-466
151 467-468
L
152 469
153 473
154 476,477
155 479
156 480,483
157 481,462

484.485

158
159

466,407

I 60
<Cl

480,489
490,491

I-

~~162 493-495
163
164

,

496
500-503.509.525

165

520,522-524

166

530.532,534

167
4co

535.537.536
G,l,-&“-I

I””

,.,7,-17u

169 1544
170
171

1549
1540,550,551

172353-555
A-v.7 IJI”,JI
IC-7” r-74h
.,,.I
174 1565.580.581
175

1590,591,821

176 1600.602
*..-m ,rn4 cn=
178
179

604
605

180

606,608

ZIP CODE

FACILITY

NAME

---LA

LLE P&DC
TON P&DC
3US P&DC
I P&DC
AND P&DC
AND AMF
,MYVIY P&DC
YOUNG: jTOWN P&DC
f c;AN
-. .--.
I ON P&DC
,lANSFlELD
““-““dATI
P&DC
,A,’ I UN P&DC
““‘^“‘\POLIS
P&DC
;ARY P&DC
) 46624.9997 (SOUTH BEND P&DC
I 4DoVL-JJJI
.^A,-,- nnn-r lCT
r WAYNE P&DC
46902-9997
1<OKOMO PBDF
. ...^.Y -.Tv.r
47302-9997

IvluNLle

rc.LJr

47706-9997
47901-9997
48066-9997

EVANS\“’ ’ = OILnF
LAFAYE
ROYAL OAK P&DC
48233-9997
p=TDnlT
Duv
JLIr\“II
I u-v
48502-9997
I-LINT P&DC
48605-9997
SAGINP ,W P&DC
48924-999:
” LANSING P&DC
“A1 A“‘4200
P&DC
49009-999 7 hF.LMlVll
49599-5001 3 GRAND RAPIDS P&DC
-^^._,
..,
.?.CDA nnns
woo+-zzd
TRAVEkst
tin I T MI
,II”LY
T”Y” np
5031 a-9997 DES MC’“‘O*
RAPIDS
P&DC
52401-9997
CEDAR
UKEE
P&DC
53201-9997
MILWAI
MADISON P&DC
53714.9997
^--r’l - BAY P&DC
54307-7003
c-KC:cIY
WAUSAU PBDF
( 54401-9997
r,nn. I-JJJI
?,nn_l OSHKOSH PBDF
,I 343"
n?JfiIIVI
* IbIT PAUL
P&DC
55101.9997
I
--.-.
^^^ 7 MINNE, 4POLIS P&DC
1 554Ul-YYY
I, _,
s7101-999
_ -. -7 SIOUX FALLS P&DC
FARGO P&DC
1 58102-9997
BILLINGS P&DC
1 59101-9997
7
Ynl
‘-“ATINE
1 60095-YYY
I Rn199.999 17 CAROL STREAM P&Dk
SOUTH SUBURBAN P&DC:
60499-9997
FOX VALLEY P&DC
60599.9997
60607.9997
CHICAGO P&DC
,I

__._.

..~

8-I

A

I
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FSM (MODEL 7751881) SITES (AS OF AP 7 WK 1)

181
182
183
184
185

Z”L
203
204
205
206

207
208
209

210
211
I 212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222

r

606
607
610,611
527,526.612
615,616

IL,
730,731
740,741,743
750
751-753
760-762.764
765-767
770-772
773-775
776,777
776
780.782,788
783.784
705
733.786.787,789
790,791
793,794
769,797
798,799,805
800.807
808-810

223 (820
224 1836.837,979
225 (840-844

60666-995 17
60701-9997
61125-9997
61201-9997
616[ Ii-9997

I
10HAREAMc
IF7VlNG PARK ROAD P&DC
R!OCKFORD P&DC
R!OCK ISLAND P&DF
(PEORIA PBDF
‘1LOOMINGTON
PBDF
:HAMPAIGN
PBDF
;PRINGFIELD P&DC
;AINT LOUIS P&DC
;ANSAS CITY P&DC
AID MISSOURI GMF
;PRINGFIELD P&DC

,31-9997
‘01-9997
^r ^^-731L3-YYYI
741 01-9997
75099-9997 ~752160-9997
^. ^^^_
761tjl-YYY I
76i ‘02-9997
77201-9997

77315-9997
77; 104-9997
-7, sol-9998
I I<
_^. ^^^_
76ZW-YYYl
78408-9997
78501-9997
7871 o-9997
79120.9997
79,
7971 l-9997
7991 o-9997
80266.9997
8091 O-9998
^^

( LIL

I a3
1 64199-9997

3ATON ROUGE P&DC
SHREVEPORT P&DC
LITTLE ROCK P&DC
FAYETTEVILLE
p3KLAHOMA CITY P&DC
TULSA P&DC
‘NORTH
TEXAS IMPC
II
DALLAS P&DC
‘FT
L WORTH P&DC
IWACO PBDF
HOUSTONPBDC
NORTH HOUSTON MPC
IBEAUMONT P8DF
[BRYAN
‘SAN ANTONIO P&DC
CORPUS CHRISTI P&DC
MCALLEN PBDF
AUSTIN P&DC
^“ARILLO
P&DF

LAM.
DENVER

P&DC
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FSM (MODEL 775/881) SITES (AS OF AP 7 WK 1)

NO.

P&DC
$JERQUE P&DC
LAS VEGAS P&DC
RENO P&DC
DWAY AMC
;ELES P&DC
MARINA P&DC
iACH P&DC
DC
\ CLARITA P&DC
;TRY P&DC
ELLERS P&DC
--. . ^^,. ,10 P&DC
4 ANA P&DC
1 PBDF
OXNARDP8DF
I- ‘-ZNT,-4 BARBARA P&DC
\KERSFIELD P&DC
rs ‘“‘3N

I

b
234

I

]p&FpmAMON
1 P&DC
‘H BAY ~P&DC
DC
DC
!AMENTO P&DC
,DC
1 P&DC

e83.9997
BOB

FRISCH’S
ARL
~..a---.
ENGR. TECH. REPOR

MONTHLY

DC-SOUTH
TLE DDC-EAST
rTLE P&DC
rTLE AMC
DF
3MA P&DC
ANE P&DC
ANCHORAGE P&DC

,
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TW/USPS-T4-2
Postal Service.

Please answer the following with the best estimates available to the

a.
How many non-carrier route flats did the Postal Service handle in FY96?
Please provide a breakdown by class of mail.
How many of the non-carrier route flats in FY96 received incoming
secondary sortation on an MPFSM and how many received manual incclming secondary
sortation? If possible, please specify by class of mail.

b.

How many manual, MPFSM mechanized and MPFSM automated incoming
secondary flats piece handlings are indicated by the FY96 national MODS data?

C.

d.
How many non--carrier route flats received incoming secondary s;ort at the
delivery unit in FY96?
e.
What proportion of the non-carrier route flats mailstream destines to
zones with less than ten carrier routes?
What proportion of the non-carrier route flats mailstream destines to
zones not served by .MODS facilities?

f.

Response
a. Below is a breakdown, by class, of the non-carrier route flats handled in FY 96.
NON-CR FLATS - FY96 (000s)
CLASS
PIECES
FIRST
PERIODICALS
STANDARD (A)

5,427,354
5,237,542
11,776,419

TOTAL

22,441,315

b. The Postal Service does not have data to show how many non-carrier route flats
received incoming secondary sortation on a FSM or in manual ope:rations.
Distribution workload in operations is measured in handlings.
c. Total Piece Handlings (000’s) for Incoming Secondary Flats operations as indicated
by the FY96 national MODS data are 9,174,525.
3
--

-.
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Manual = 4,452,653
Keyed = 2,647,136
Barcode = 2,074,736
d. As indicated in 2B, the Postal Service does not have data to show how many noncarrier route flats received incoming secondary processing on an FSM or in manual
operations. Consequently, we are also unable to provide how many non-carrier
route flats received incoming secondary sort in delivery units in FY96.
e. In developing coverage factors for use in the models of witness Seckar, I am told
the following information is available. Page 23 of LR-H-128 shows the percentage
of flat mail destinating at SCFs with FSM 881s in zones with 10 or more routes for
the categories of mail shown. Based on this information, we can say for SCFs with
FSM 881s, 24 % oFFirst-Class flats, 26.4 % of Periodicals flats, 27 % of Standard
A Regular, non-carrier route presort flats and 24 % of Standard A Nonprofit noncarrier route presort flats destinate in zones with less than 10 routes.
f. This is not available. The available information is shown in LR-H-128, pages 22
and 23.

4
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TW/USPS-T4-3

You state at page 11, line 21, of your testimony:

“I have been advised that there are a couple of peculiar outputs from the cost
models that do not reflect the aforementioned value of barcoding to
operations. In both Periodicals and Standard (A) Nonprofit flats, the cost
model outputs do not appear to adequately reflect the inherent differences in
processing efficiencies between barcoded and non-barcoded mail.
This
circumstance is enigmatic, and we are determined to identity the factors that
may have led to these results.”
a.
Which “cost models” does this statement refer to? Please describe and
provide references to all cost models that produce such “peculiar outputs”.
Who advised you of the “peculiar outputs” you refer to and ,when did you
first become aware of this problem?

LT.

Please describe in detail these peculiar outputs, both with numbers and a
narrative explaining ,why they are peculiar.

C.

d.
How much are these enigmatic conditions adding to the annual costs of
processing (1) Periodicals; and (2) Standard (A) Nonprofit flats?
Have you or anyone else in the Postal Service considered the possibility
e.
that these peculiar results might occur because many periodicals (and Standard
(A) nonprofit) flats are still being sorted manually even though they have been
barcoded by the mailers? If yes, please describe your conclusions and what led to
those conclusions. Also, please provide any data the Postal Service may have
regarding the percentage of periodicals flats that are given automatled sorting on flat
sorting machines
Response
a. The models that underline the cost results described below.
b. Witness Paul Seckar (T-26) advised us in June, 1997.
c. Witness Seckar’s (T-26) testimony includes tables that reflect a lower processing
cost for non-automation flats than for automation flats. All of these peculiar outputs
are listed under the Actual Mail Makeup approach. Table III-2 shows a lower cost
for non-automation flats at the 3-digit and Basic levels; Table III-‘?, shows a lower
cost for non-automation flats at the 3-digit presort level; and Table III-5 shows a
5
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lower cost for non-automation flats at the 3/5 presort level. These outputs are
peculiar in the sense that they do not adequately reflect the value of barcoding to
operations.
d. Redirected to witness Paul Seckar (T-26).
e. As I mentioned in my testimony, the circumstance is enigmatic. As of this date, we
have not drawn any conclusions and do not expect to reach any until WI: have
researched the matter further. The Postal Service does not have data to indicate the
percentage of Periodical flats that are given automated sorting on FSMs.

R97- 1
TWIUSPS-T4-4
At page 12, line 3 through page 13, line 4, you inldicate that
mailers of non-barcoded periodicals may have a stronger incentive to prepare 5digit sacks with only ,a few pieces, and refer to this as a potential explanation for
cost models not showing the expected cost difference between barcoded and
non-barcoded mail.
Are you suggesting that the behavior described (entering 5digii. sacks
a.
with only a few pieces) leads to lower overall costs?
If the behavior you describe leads to higher costs, would not that have the
!L
effect of producing a m
differential between barcoded and non-barcoded mail in
your cost models? Please explain your answer.
Please confirm that the behavior you describe does not affect palletized
mail If you cannot confirm, please explain.
C.

Please provide an estimate of the percentage of periodicals mail that
currently is entered by mailers on pallets, and describe the source of this estimate.

6

In your opinion, does the Postal Service receive more or fewer sacks with
e.
periodicals mail today than it did in 1986? Please explain your answer.
Response
a. No. In trying to understand the cause of the peculiar outputs we will look at ways in
which the two mailstreams are different. One difference is the preparation
requirements and rate eligibility between barcoded and non-barcoded periodicals.
The behavior in my testimony was provided only as an example of how they differ.
b. I do not know how the cost model results would change if the beh,avior described in
my testimony lea,d to higher costs.
c. Confirmed.
d. There is no estimate available for all Periodicals mail. However, LR-H-134,
Section 2, page 43 shows 4.020 billion out of 7.223 billion Regulu pieces is
provided by mailers on pallets and LR-H-134, Section 3, page 43 shows 1.094
billion out of 2.148 billion pieces for Nonprofit is provided on pallets. See LR-H190 for additional information on the sources of this data.
e. Fewer due to increased use of pallets.

7
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TWKJSPS-TC5
In recent years the Postal Service has been certifymg types of
poly wrap materials that when used to enclose periodicals or other flats will not
cause operational problems in sorting on the FSM’S.
-a.

Please provide a list of the currently certified materials.

In your opinion, will flats enclosed in these certified materials behave
b.
satisfactorily when processed on an FSM? If no, please explain why not.
5. In your opinion, do facility managers in facilities with FSM’s generally use the
FSM’s to process flats enclosed in these materials rather than sort them
manually? If no, please explain and provide an estimate of how many flats may be
sorted manually when they could be sorted by FSM’S.
If in your opinion extra costs are being incurred because flats that could be
sorted by FSM are instead sorted manually, please explain what the Postal
Service is currently doing to address this problem.

g.

-e.

What percentage of flats entered on FSM’s are rejected by the machines? If
possible, please provide separate estimates by class of mail and by whether
the FSM’s are used for manual keying or automated sorting.

f.

What, if any, types of flats would are rejected by the FSM 11000machines?

Response
a. See attached list.
b. Yes
c. Yes.

d. If this question is referring to polywrapped flats, see answer to part c above. In a
broader context, local management has incentives to make use of the most efficient
processing alternatives available. FSM processing is more efficient than manual
distribution. Therefore, I do not believe that extra costs are being unnecessarily
incurred. There are however, circumstances under which flats tha.t are machinable
on the FSM equipment are processed manually. For example flats which destinate
at locations where flats sorting machines are not located and flats destined for zones
with less than ten carrier routes, are sorted manually.

8
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e. Through Accounting Period 11, 1997, the overall FSM reject rate is approximately
2%. It is not possible to provide separate estimates by class. See LR-H-134,
Section 1, page 11 for rejects by processing method.
f. Pieces that do not meet the following dimensions:
Minimum Height 3.94”
Minimum Length 3.94”
Minimum Thickness ,007”

Maximum Height 12”
Maximum Length 15.75”
Maximum Thiclmess 1.25”

9
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Postal Butktin 21930

h.

(page 1 of 2)

(10-10-96)

PAGE15
Approved
Wllh

PrOduC, Name
Adhk a

POlYWEAP
me
stlrinkwrap

2-7 oz.

AdPak HC

polypropylene

up lo 6 oz.

Adbk

Weight

for “+e
Tdrn
are
6x
ax
6 x
8.x

7 to
11
9 10
11

Mai, Type

Manufacturer
Dlstrlb”tor

or

drect mallpieces

Admtral Packaging

CO”taC,
Arm 6. Pare

Telephone
401-2764414

direct mailpleces

Admiral Packaging

A”” 6. Pare

401.27E4414

Admiral Packagmg
Admiral Packaging

Ann 6. Pare
A”” 6. Pare

401-2768414
401.2766414

Admiral Packaging

A”” 6. Pare

/ 401-2768414

Polypropylene

3-12 OZ.

AdPak 125

polyethylene

up 10 6 oz.

6.5 x 11 direct matlpwxs
6 x 9 lo dared mailpieces
8X11

AdPak 150

polyelhylene

up to 6 oz.

6 x 9 10
Rx 11
“..

direct mailpleces

2-7 oz.

6 x 7 lo
8X 11

card packs,
direct mailpier-

John Edwards Co.

8X 11

“lagall”%

Amtopp Corporation
Amtopp Corporation
Armin Company
Armin Company
Armin Company
Arm~n Company
Berms Company.

N125

I
shrinkwrap
Amtopp Cl150
Amfopp Cl160

I PolyPropylene
1polypropylene

/ 2-9 oz.
/ 2-9 oz.

Amin PSI
Armin 272
Arml” 2402

1polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethy!ene

j 12-16 oz.
16-12 oz.
112-16 oz.

I

magaines
dire0
diren
1direct
1direct
direct

mailpieces
mailpieces
mailpieces
matlpieces
mallpieces

/ Larv Mead
Ron Sk”
Ron Sib
Richard A. Kula
RlChXd A. Kuia
Richard A. Kula
Richard A. Kula
Brian Silvers

/ 7W321-6244
201-740-6220
201.74,X3220
&17-68WMO7
64766ca407
847-68c4407
647-68c4-307
81sd4-4596
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polv wrao certifications

not listed in Postal Bulletin 21930 (I O-l O-96)

Product Name

Manufacturer

942
Mobile Bicor 140 BSR-ONE
Armin Film Paper II Series
Armin Film Postal II Series
Exlfilm

Deerfield Plastics
Mobile Chemical Company,
Armin Plastics
Armin Plastics
Intertape Polymer Group

Films Division

------

R97-1
TW/USPS-TC6 .Your testimony refers several times (e.g. page 10 at line 28) to
Processing & Distribution plants.
a.
How many postal facilities, excluding BMC’S, are Processing & Distribution
plants, as you use the term?
Are all Processing & Distribution plants, excluding BMC’S, MODS offices?
b.
If no, please list the exceptions.
You state at page 10, line 28, that: “Through AP 9, Fiscal Year 1997,
C.
Processing & Distribution plants processed 28 percent of their total incoming secondary
flat volume using barcode readers on flat sorters, a six point increase over the same
period last year (SPLY).” Is the 28 percent relative to all flats destined to zones in the
service area of these plants, or just to the flats that these facilities currently process inhouse?
Response
a. 257
b. Yes
c. The 28% is relative to the total incoming secondary piece handlings (TPH) of flats
in the plants

10
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TWNSPS-T4-7
At page 21, line 11, in describing manual sorting operations in the
automated environment, you state:
“Manual cases become the method-of-last-resort, especially late in the evening as
rejects from automated operations appear in quantity. To meet service commitments,
manual cases must be staffed to handle these late surges.”
a.
Does this comment also apply to manual sorting in the early morning, as the
postal facility prepares to dispatch sorted mail to its associate offices, stations and
branches? Please explain your answer.

LT.

Does your comment apply both to manual letter and manual flat sorting?

C.
Is it not also true that in staffing its manual sorting operations a postal facility
needs to prepare for eventualities such as (1) breakdown of the automated sorting
equipment; (2) insufficient capacity to meet service standards with the automated
equipment due to later than usual mail arrivals (because of traffic, bad weather, etc.);
and (3) insufficient capacity to meet service standards with the automated equipment
due to heavi.er than usual mail volume’? Please explain your answer.

d.
Does your comment imply that in periods between the surges you describe,
-manual sorting operations are often over-staffed relative to the volume that is available
for manual processing? Please explain your answer.
In your observation, experience and knowledge, do facility managers
sometimes divert mail that could have been sorted by automation to .manual sorting in
order to keep the manual sorting c1erk.soccupied in between surges?
e.

Are you aware of any national or regional guidelines regarding how
f;
much an automated facility needs to “over-staff” its manual sorting operations in
order to be prepared for the types of surges you describe? If yes, please describe
those guidelines and provide a copy.
In your observation, experience: and knowledge, to what extent will
management in an automated facility staff its manual letter and flats sorting operations
with more employees than is normally required in order to be prepared for surges of
the type you describe?

g.

h.
Do postal facility managers use computerized tools in order to staff and schedule
their mail processing operations ? If yes, describe all such tools used in postal facilities,
the extent to which each tool is used, and provide any available documentation.
11
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Response:
a. Yes. In general, activity increases in manual cases as outgoing mail is prepared for
dispatch near the end of Tour 3, and again as local mail is prepared for dispatch near
the end of Tour 1.
b. Yes
c. No, we do not staff in anticipation of these events. We staff to workload. Work
rules provide sufficient flexibility to match the work force to the work load in manual
cases. Mandatory overtime is availabIe. Part time personnel can be scheduled and,
when circumstances warrant, called in early. When sorting equipment breaks down,
personnel can be shifted to manual cases.
d. No. See answer to c. above.
e. No.
f. No.
g. Not at all. See answer to c. above.
h. Yes. The Site Methods for the Evaluation of Technology Alternatives (META)
system is the nationally approved syfstem. It was required for RBCS activation and is
required for the activation of new facilities. It is used at local discretion to adjust local
staffing. A Site META Users Manual is being filed as Library Reference H-221.
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TWKJSPS-TC8, At page 18, lines 17-21, you refer to opening units and pouching
operations as main support activities.
a.
Does the term “pouching operations”, as used by you and other witnesses, refer
only to the operation of putting mail in hanging sacks or pouches, or could it also
include entering mail for dispatch in rolling containers?
If a bundle that will be sorted at another facility (e.g. outgoing bundle) is thrown
!T
directly from an opening belt into a sack or pouch that later will be dispatched, would
that operation be referred to as an ‘opening unit or a pouching operation? Please
explain your answer.
Please confirm that MODS numbers 110-129 and 180-189 may be used with
somewhat different meaning in different facilities. If not confirmed, please explain.
C.

According to LR-H-146, preferential opening units are represented by MODS
4.
numbers 1IQ- 114 and 180-184, nonpreferential (BBM) opening units are represented by
MODS numbers 115-117 and 185-189 and pouching operations are represented by
MODS numbers 120-129 and 208-209. Are you, as an operations expert, convinced
that this is c.onsistent with the use of MODS numbers in all MODS facilities?
e.
Please describe the conditions under which the Postal Service today puts mail
with a domestic destination in pouches prior to dispatch. Particularly, under what
conditions will periodicals mail be pouched prior to dispatch?
Please confirm that MODS numbers 1lo-129 generally refer to outgoing
f
operations, while numbers 180-189 refer to incoming operations.
g, What MODS number(s) are normally used for SCF opening units?
Response:
a. Pouching operations can put mail in any variety of container for dispatch. See
LR-H-147 Appendix A, Sections 120C for details.
b. Opening Unit. See LR-H-147 Appendix A, Section 1lOC and 180C for details.
c. As defined in Sections 11OC and L8OC cited above, they always mean Opening
Unit. The activities and areas use:d to accomplish the function will vary with local
circumstances, and individual numbers within the series will be assigned at local
discretion to track the areas and activities actually used.

13
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d. Yes, except that 208-209 is scan-where-you-band - but see answer to question c.
above.
e. I assume your question applies to pouches or sacks. They are avoided except for
parcels and irregular pieces that cannot be trayed. Periodicals might be sacked at a
very small SCF without flat sorting, machines.
f. Operations 110-117 are outgoing, operations 120-129 are pouching, and operations
180-189 are incoming. See Sections llOC, 12OC, and 18OC cited above.
g. Operations 110-117 and 180-189.

14
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TWKJSPS-T4-9
Please describe the: instructions given to mail processing employees
in MODS facilities regarding the use of time-clocks, and provide a written copy of
those instruztions. Additionally, please answer the following and explain your answer
to each question..
a.
Regardless of what may be the. actual practice, are mail processing employees
&pposed to clock out of one operation and into another each time their assignment
changes to a different operations If no, please explain.
Please explain, based on your observation, experience and knowledge, to
what extent instructions regarding clocking in and out are followed in practice.

b.

When an employee goes on a break, is he assumed to clock out of the
operation he was assigned to prior to going on the break?

C.

d.
Is there a MODS number to be used by employees when they are not assigned to
a”y specific processing operation? If yes, what number?
e.
Witness Degen describes a situation where an employee may be clocked into a
MODS mail processing operation but is observed by an IOCS clerk as doing something
else, e.g. window service or administrative work. In such situations, should the
employee have clocked out of the mail processing operation before commencing the
other activity?
f.
Could it happen that an employee is assigned to a 180 (incoming opening unit)
operation at one point and then later in his shift is reassigned to manual letter or flat
sorting but forgets to clock out of one operation and into another?
Could it happen that an employee is assigned to a manual flats case but
later is told to move over to a manual letter case because of an unexpected heavy
surge of letters that must be sorted prior to dispatch time? Could it also happen that,
given the urgency, the employee in that situation forgets to clock out of one operation
into another?

g.

What procedures does management in MODS facilities normally apply in order
to assure that employees are always clocked onto the operations where they are actually
working?

!I.

15
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i.
In your observation, experience and knowledge, is assuring that employees are
clocked into the correct MODS operation numbers high on the list of priorities for
facility managers and supervisors?
Response:
Handbook F-22, Time and Attendance, Section 113.333, provides instructions on the
use of the Employee Badge Reader. An extract containing Section 113.333 is attached.
At orientation a supervisor will show ;anew employee how to use the Employee Badge
Reader in accordance with these instructions.
a. Yes, unless they are moving frequently between operations or engaged in two
activities almost simultaneously. See LR-H-147 Section 312.12 for details.
b. They are widely followed.
c. No.
d. Operation 340. It is little used since employees are properly engaged in productive
operations with rare exceptions (e.g. power failure).
e. See a. above,
f. Yes.
g. Yes.
h. Section 213 of Handbook F-22 prescribes procedures for badge handling. An
extract containing Section 213 is attached. Additionally, the Time and Attendance
system provides for queries to determine which operation an employee is clocked-on,
and to list all employees clocked onto an operation.
i. Yes.
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113.342

113.23 Off-Line
System. The off-line sysrem 1s lhat
portion of rhe host computer
which receives correct
and complete sets of transactions
from the on-line
system. calculates the total hours and pay credits
for each employee.
and produces
summarized
managemenr
reports
based on these calculated
hours.
113.3 Field

Equipment

113.31 Equipment
Type. The PSD System
followng
types of field equipmenr:
~1. Xl/lain facility
b. Employee

device controller

uses, the

(MFDC)

badge readers

c. Transactors
d. Alphanumeric
Platform

and other

g. Badge Preparation

d. When the computer
in the DCS accepts the
transacuon.
the yellow
sntus
indicator
marked
ACCEPT
lights momentarily
and the EBR will
beep to indicate complerion
of the transaction.
e. If the DCS computer
rejects the transaction.
the red status indicator
marked
REJECT
lights
momenrarily
and the EBR
boops
to indicate
rejection.
f
When the transaction
is complere.
either
accepted
or rejected.
the green READY
status
indicator
again indicates
readiness
for the next
clock ring.
If the DCS cornpurer
is down. or the
g.
communications
path 1s inoperative.
the ON-LINE
status indicator
will be off. and the EBR will not
accept transactions.
The time display
will also
reflect four dashes.

devices

e. High speed line PI-inters
f

c. When a clock ring is made, the READY
status indicator
will go off while the transactmn
is
being processed.

scales
Equipment

113.34 Transactor
The
113.32 .wain Facility
Device
Controller.
MFDC
is an AT&T
cornpurer.
Model 382. This
computer
controls all devices within a PSDS office,
time vamps
transactions.
scores transactions
on
magnetic disk, and forwards the transactlow
to the
host computer.
113.33 Employee

Badge Reader

113.337
The employee
badge reader (EBR)
is a
data collection
terminal
that records clock rings. It
consists of a keyboard.
message display,
external
clock, and a magnetic
stripe reader. The exwrnal
clock records time in a 24-hour format, using hours
and hundredths.
113.332
The EBR visual display shows its status
(READY.
ON-LINE)
and the status of a tr~nsactmn (ACCEPT.
REJECT)
visual display.
It also
produces a loud rone when a transaction
is accepted
or rejected.
113.333 Employees should
when us,ng the EBR.

follow

these procs:dures

and Alphanumeric

Device

113.341 Description.
Both the transactor
and the
alphanumeric
device are AT&T
PC 6300 desktop
computers.
The PC 6300 1s equipped
with a 20
megabyte hard disk and 640 kilobytes
of random
access memory.
Internally.
it is equipped
with
expansion
boards that provide
security,
terminal
emulation
and communications.
The distinction
between a transactor and an alphanumeric
dewce is
a function
of software and the configuration
of the
lower communications
network.
The transactor
is
connected
to the DCS
computer
through
a
communxation
line; the alphanumeric
device is
connected directly to a port in the DCS computer.

113.342 Operation.
or the alphanumeric
have a logon
ID
computer.

In order to use the transactor
device. an authorizer
must
and password
for the DCS

0. The application
software
is a menu driven
system. An authorized
user logs on to the DCS
cornpurer
and makes a selection
from the menu
provided. The selections available will depend upon
rhe authorizer’s
level of access, determined
by DCS
management.

u. Select n clock ring rype. for example. a BT
(begin tour) or a MV (move)
Once a clock ring
type is selected. the EBR prompts
the employee
through
rhe rransacrion
by displaying
messages on
the message display.

b. After making
a selection
from the main
menu, the authorizer
will see a sub-menu
detailing
further selections available. The transaction
screen
allowing
the
user to enter
the
will
appear,
information
into the system.

b. When the EBR is ready to accept clock
nngs, the two status indicators
marked
READY
and ON-LINE
wll be lighted.

c. When the transaction
is completed,
press the
transmit
key to send the transaction
to the DCS
computer.
The DCS computer
will
return
an
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213

213 Badge Handling
213.1 Employee

Obtaining

Badge

213.11
PSDS
management
will
develop
and
implement
local badge control procedures
to insure
tha[ employee badges are not available for clocking
purposes
more
than
.OS hours
before
e;lch
employee’s
scheduled reporting
rime.
213.12
Management
will evaluate individual
work
locations
to determine
if the full .08 hours of
leewav is necessary to get employees
on the clock
by their scheduled reporting
tome.
213.13
Badges are to be made available
for all
scheduled
employees.
except those for whom
3
Form 397 I, Reyucs~ for or Nollficafion
of Absence.
ihas been completed
in advance.
213.14

Badges must be secured

when nor in use.

The
213.2
Employee
Reporting
For
Duty.
employee
most clock into the correct
operation
number at the scheduled reporting
time, ready and
able to begin work. 2nd must report immediately
to
the work location.
The employee
must store any
personal belongings
and take care of any personal
bwness
before clocking in. An employee
must not
clock in more than .08 hours before the scheduled
reportmg
t,me or more than .09 hours after rhe
scheduled reporting
time. All the employee’s
clock
rings added together may not deviate more than .08
hours from rhe scheduled
tour without
specific
supervisor
approval
to do so. The supervisor
must
enforce this procedure.
213.3 Removing
Badges After Beginning
of Tour.
The supervisor
must ensure that the unclaimed
badges of employees
who have not clocked-in
are
withdrawn
from
the rack
09 hours
after the
employee’s
scheduled
begin
tour
time.
These
badges are to be retained at the appropriate
control
center or returne~l to the DCS.

employee
who clocked in early from lunch if the
employee
did not work. (See subchapter
720 for
rules regarding the disallowance
of time).
213.5 Employee
Clocking,
Moves
to Another
Operation.
The employee
must take her badge
with her to any new work lowlion.
At the new work
locauon.
the employee
must
clock
unto the
operation
number
of the new work location
by
making an EBR “move”
transaction.
(The supervisor may make such move rings especially
when
many employees move at one time).
213.6
Employee
Clocking,
End
Tour.
The
employee
must clock out at the scheduled
ending
time and leave the badge in the designated area. An
employee
must not clock out more than .08 hours
before or after the scheduled end tour time without
specific supervisory
appr-oval. except that the total
deviation of all his clock rings taken together, from
his scheduled tour. is not more than .08 hours for
the day.
213.7 Removing

Badges at the End of the Tour

213.71 The supervisor
must ensure that badges of
all employees
who have not clocked out will be
withdrawn
from
the rack .09 hours after the
employees’
scheduled end tour time and returned
to the designated
timekeeper
or control
center.
Badges of employees
remaining
in an approved
overtime status must not be picked up.
213.72 If a timekeeper
is unavailable
to pick up the
badges, a supervisor must perform
this procedure.

214 Tardiness
214.1 Employee
Badge Handling.
Employees
who
report
to work .09 hours or more after their
scheduled
Begin Time are considered
tardy. The
supervisor or timekeeper
is to collect all unclaimed
badges at 09 hours after the scheduled
tour start
time.
214,2Tard<ness

213.4 Employee
Clocking.
Lunch
Periods.
The
employee
must clock out to. and in from. lunch at
the authorized
time, making certain not to exceed
or reduce the scheduled lunch period by more than
.OS hours. except that the total deviation
of clock
rings taken together,
from the employee’s
schseduled tour. 1s not more than .08 hours for the day.
After clocking
out to lunch. the employee
must
leave the badge in the designated
rack and Inot
remove it from the work locatmn without
specific
supervisory
approval. The supervwx
is responsible
for
disallowing
any
time
resulting
from
nn
38

1)

up to SO hours

(30 minutes)

214.21

When the employees
report to work after
.09 hours but before .50 hours of the scheduled
Begin Time. they report directly
to the designated
timekeeper
or control
center
to obtain a Form
3971. They must complete
Form 3971 and have
their supervisor sign the notified block.
214.22 Employees
may be required or permitted
to
make up the period of tardiness
by revising their
scheduled tour for the day, providing
the period of
tardiness 1s without pay. Work that extends beyond
Handbook

F-22. October

1990
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TWKJSPS-TCIO
You indicate at page 13, line 7, that the Postal Service eventually
will equip all its FSM 881 machines with OCR capability.
a. Will these OCR’s permit automated incoming secondary flat sorting?
b. Please explain what value mailer-provided barcodes on flats will have once this
deployment is completed.
Response
a. Yes.
b. Even after the Flat Mail OCR is deployed, barcoded flats will continue to have
value to operations because of the address quality requirements of automation rate
maiI. Addresses on barcoded flats must be matched against CASS certified software
thus ensuring their (and the associated barcodes) accuracy. Addresses on flats that
will be read by OCRs are not required to be matched against CASS software. Also,
the read rate of non-barcoded flats by the Flat Mail OCR is not expected to be
comparable to the read rate of bamoded flats that is achieved by the Flat Mail
barcode reader. Both of these factors equate to fewer rejects of barcoded flats.
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